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This amazingly simple method from a Tibetan Master unlocks the secrets of your Soul - revealing your Soul Path and life
purpose for this incarnation. A potentially mind-blowing read, Soul Astrology can help you to get clear on what you came
here to do AND how you'll do it! What you can learn in Soul Astrology: * WHAT you came here to do * HOW you'll do it *
BLOCKS that are in your way * HOW to REMOVE them * HOW to FIND your SOUL PATH in YOUR HOROSCOPE * Your
INNATE MASTERY and GIFTS that you brought with you that will accomplish your life purpose During the early twentieth
century a Tibetan Master who simply called himself "The Tibetan" transmitted a body of work known as A Treatise On
The Seven Rays, to an Englishwoman named Alice Bailey. Part of that work was the volume known as Esoteric
Astrology. Many have studied Esoteric Astrology and found the work to be complex in it's presentation. In Soul
Astrology Ruth Hadikin cuts through the complexity so you can easily access the essential wisdom of the Tibetan Master
DK. This amazingly simple (yet deeply profound) approach to your birth chart shows you how to easily identify your
Soul's Path and determine your life purpose for this incarnation. "Who am I?" and "Why am I here?" are the biggest
questions that you will ever ask yourself as you walk though this journey of life. The answers are hiding in plain sight
and can easily be revealed through your horoscope. You just need to know how to look, and this book is about to tell
you... Drawing upon Esoteric Astrology, the Greek myth of Hercules, and ancient principles from spiritual masters, Ruth
Hadikin describes the journey of your Soul through the twelve signs of the Zodiac. Your Soul's Path and your life
purpose will become crystal clear to you. For spiritual seekers and lovers of astrology alike, Soul Astrology is a powerful
addition to your toolbox for your ongoing journey of spiritual awakening.
With more than 100,000 copies in print and now completely revised and updated, Spiritual Astrology is a simple yet
complete astrological guide to understanding life’s higher purpose and finding the key to your personal • Selfexpression • Self-worth and emotional security • Independence and freedom of spirit • Emotional ecstasy • Self-mastery
and personal power Spiritual Astrology’s breakthrough—the startling rediscovery of the importance of the solar and lunar
eclipses occurring just before one’s birth—reveals the lessons you came here for, and provides a revelation to anyone
who has ever looked to the zodiac for guidance.
Modern Astrology offers a new, self-developmental approach to astrology with skills and strategies to take control of
your life path and purpose. Astrology is a cosmic blueprint of who you are and what life holds, but it is not set it in stone.
Leaving predictions to the past, Modern Astrology uses a contemporary psychological approach to decode your life's
path and promote positive, personal growth through actionable skills and strategies. To unlock your potential, this
astrology reader interprets the planets, signs, houses, aspects, and transits in your natal chart as keys to your life
purpose. Armed with this self-awareness, Modern Astrology offers guided, developmental exercises and tactics to
successfully navigate the trials and obstacles in alignment with your sign. Learn how astrology can be used as a
functional tool to find meaning and happiness through self-knowledge, with: Astrology and psychology 101 that offers a
basic understanding of astrology and its evolution into a field of self-help and psychology. Zodiac readings that provide
in-depth explanation of the personality traits associated with every sign. Personal growth exercises that include soulsearching shamanic meditations, strategies to address obstacles associated with each sign, journaling prompts, and
more! Astrology holds the answers to many of life's questions--but only you have the power to act on them. In Modern
Astrology, you'll discover who you are, what you want, and what you need to do in order to be the best version of
yourself.
Like the Greatest Love Affairs, from Romeo and Juliet, and Cleopatra and Mark Antony, to Bogart and Bacall, our journey
through life is fuelled by the pursuit of love and the search for a true soul mate. Soul Mates and the Zodiac is the ultimate
guide to recognising your own true soul mate-the complimentary half of your unique soul.
Soul Vibrations
The Therapeutic Potential of Astrology
How Your Rising Sign Reveals Your Soul Path and Life Purpose
Twelve Doors to the Soul
Astrology January February Constellation Warrior Goddess Nymph Journal Notebook Diary College-Ruled
Spiritual Astrology
A Key to Your Expanding Self

Astrologer Jan Spiller shows you the key to discovering your hidden talents, your deepest
desires, and the ways you can avoid negative influences that may distract you from
achieving your true life purpose, as revealed in your chart by the position of the North
Node of the Moon. With insight and depth impossible to gain from the commonly known sunsigns profiles, the enlightening self portrait offered can explain life's lessons and
show you how to achieve fulfillment and peace.
An alchemical approach seeks to release the latent potential which resides within the
individual and within the cosmos. There was never any question that the work of the
alchemists depended upon a knowledge of the planets and their cycles, since alchemical
transformations could only be successful if carried out at the astrologically appropriate
times. This book has been steadily fermenting and evolving for over twenty-five years,
and as such it represents a true alchemical process. It has gone from being an idea to a
passion, and then a project and now it is a fully-fledged book. Learn firstly about the
mystical process of alchemy, and then discover how it deepens our understanding of the
transits of the outer planets to the natal chart. A fascinating book that deserves a
place in every astrologer's library.Clare Martin has an MA in Integrative Psychotherapy
and has been a practising astrologer and teacher since 1990, working in London for the
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Faculty of Astrological Studies, of which she was President for nine years, and at the
Centre for Psychological Astrology. Her personal approach to astrological interpretation
is fundamentally Jungian, and evolved during a long period of studying with a variety of
teachers in the western mystery traditions. Clare now lives in Dorset, where she
continues her writing and consultancy work and is a tutor on the Mercury Internet School
of Psychological Astrology.
A Beginner's Guide to Spiritual Astrology Our astrological birth chart represents a map
of our soul's journey in this lifetime. Soul Purpose Astrology will show you how to read
charts for yourself, your friends, and your family. This easy-to-read book uses friendly
illustrations and helpful exercises so you can quickly become familiar with the following
birth chart elements and their meanings: ·Nodes of the Moon: Spiritual direction and
karma ·Chiron: The healer in each of us, as well as the wound ·Twelve Zodiac signs: The
energy of four elements and three modalities ·Twelve Houses of the Zodiac: Windows on
daily life ·Inner planets: Their relationship to the seven chakras ·Outer planets: Their
relationship to the broader concerns of humankind You can begin to view character traits
and learning experiences in a positive and transformative way, and gain a better
understanding of your life's highest purpose with this delightful and practical
beginner's guide to spiritual astrology.
Are you ready to discover who you really are on a soul level, and who you were born to
be? Renowned astrologer, Debbie Frank, shares how to use astrology for personal
development - discover how your soul was destined to grow, develop and evolve in this
lifetime. The magic of astrology flows through every aspect of our lives - from our work
and relationships to our inner power and creative inspiration - leaving signposts,
messages and guidance to assist us on our soul journey. In this book, Debbie Frank
reveals her secrets for turning the insights from your birth chart into incredible
triggers for personal growth. You'll learn how to: • interpret your 'soul signs' - the
positions and interactions of the planets and aspects in your chart • understand how the
nodes reveal your soul path and soul connections with others • discover how your soul was
destined to grow, develop and evolve in this lifetime Your birth chart is a sacred map
encoded with all the information you need to find your true purpose, raise your vibration
and transform your life.
Cosmic Love
The Soul of Astrology
Secrets of the Astrology of Intimacy Revealed
North Node Astrology
Soul Signs
Astrology, Characterology and the Human Energy Field
A Beginner’s guide
One of the most important journeys in life is finding your calling, a process of identifying and
embracing the best career for personal satisfaction and success. As a child, you may have
intuitively identified a career path that felt exciting and right. But it's easy to lose that
belief and clarity as you navigate a confusing world. Competing and contradictory advice and
expectations from friends, family, and society can make it challenging to identify what you
truly want to do in the world, and how to pursue your dreams. In this inspiring, practical, and
supportive book, Jan Spiller teaches you how the 10th House - or Midheaven - in your
astrological chart can shed light on the tools and gifts you have to achieve success in any area
of life. When you embrace and express your natural talents, you more easily enlist others in
your success, and events fall into place more smoothly. But more than that, the 10th House shows
how you can actualize the part of yourself that seeks a meaningful place in the world, and how
to align more closely with your deeper purpose. On all levels - financial, emotional,
relational, and spiritual - the 10th House can guide you to fulfillment, authenticity, and
success. You'll need your astrology chart to use this book. Free birth charts:
www.janspiller.com
Yildiz Sethi provides a modern perspective on karma in showing present day relevance to ancient
philosophy that is intricately linked to Vedic Astrology, Reincarnation and our ability to
create through Free Will and Destiny. She shows how Family Constellations and refining your
thoughts and feelings can assist your spiritual journey
In Codex of the Soul, VerDarLuz guides the reader through the multifaceted nature of astrology,
focusing on its practical use and spiritual nature. Providing practical and effective techniques
for experiencing your birthchart, VerDarLuz explores the planets as an evolutionary force within
the soul, seeking to be awakened and realized at certain regular intervals. In part one,
VerDarLuz provides a thorough description of the historical, metaphysical, and cosmological
foundations of astrology, followed by an overview of a wide-ranging set of cosmologies related
to astrology, from the Greek and Roman pantheons to Hindu scriptures, sacred geometry, and
archetypes. Part two probes the deeper meanings of planets, signs, houses, and aspects and
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introduces methods of chart interpretation. Part three explores the connection between planetary
cycles and personal rites of passage, helping readers create their own "life reviews" and become
better equipped to meet pivotal life changes (such as the Saturn return) as well as the rites of
passage of partners and children. Utilizing famous biographies and tools of practical magic,
Codex of the Soul paints a mythical map of the entirety of the human journey, offering tools for
harmonizing with all of life's initiations. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Soul-Centered Astrology is a groundbreaking sourcebook. Influenced by Theosophical philosophy,
Alice Bailey, and the Ancient Wisdom Teachings, Alan Oken describes the evolutionary process of
spiritual self-development with the twelve astrological signs and their soulcentered planetary
rulers and the esoteric significance of the planets in the signs. The book features an elevation
of the spiritual importance of the ascendant, the incarnational relevance of cardinal, fixed,
and mutable crosses, and the correlation between astrology and the Seven Rays. Revealing the
soul's path to inner enlightenment and outer fulfillment, it offers a complete course for the
serious student of the stars that encompasses and goes beyond birth signs and natal charts.
Geared to the student traversing a spiritual path, Alan Oken teaches the secrets of Esoteric
Astrology that have been a focus of study for mystics and initiates throughout the ages.
Your Personal Path to Self-Fulfillment
Soul Mates and the Zodiac
How to Read Your Birth Chart for Growth & Transformation
Astrology for Waking Up, Transforming and Living a High-Vibe Life
Zodiac Journal - Aquarius
The Soul Speaks
Chiron
"North Node Astrology" reveals the "Soul's Code" contained in the North and South Nodes of your astrological chart--giving you unique
insights into life direction and soul purpose.
Since Chiron's discovery forty years ago, astrologers have posed countless theories on the irrefutable impact of the “dark horse” planet.
Going a step further, Martin Lass presents a groundbreaking new interpretation of the Chiron paradigm, demonstrating the comet's
healing influence on present and past-life wounds. From its mythology, birth, and discovery to its astrological impact, Lass offers a
comprehensive understanding of Chiron and its place in the New Age movement. Highlighting its essential role in the horoscope, the
author details Chiron's planetary characteristics: cycles, patterns, transits, and its influence in each of the signs, houses, and aspects.
Chiron provides all the tools necessary to embark on a healing journey toward well-being and evolutionary consciousness. This is a Printon-Demand title. Please allow an additional 2-3 days for delivery.
Tempest Mc Tierney is a mother and wife whose family is stalked by "Creepo" when her husband, a doctor, gets unexpected attention in
the media. "Creepo" pursues the family relentlessly leading both Tempest and the reader on a roller coaster of emotions, fear, and pain.
Finally, murder is the only answer to saving her family.
Shows how our star signs reveal not only who we are but also how they can guide us in becoming who we want to be, including specific
healing steps for each sign
Experiences in Astrological and Sacred Psychology
Pagan Astrology for the Spirit and Soul
An Astrologer's View of America
Stardust on the Spiritual Path
A Path to Divine Awakening
My Scorpio Soul
Aquarian

The author of Astrology for the Soul explains how to use astrological concepts and practices to chart a path to romance,
happiness, and intimacy in love by resolving conflicts, redirecting negative behavior into positive energy, and bringing out the
best in others in order to ensure that each relationship can achieve its full potential. Original. 30,000 first printing.
The lunar nodes are among the most powerful influences in the natal chart. They are the unseen cosmic forces that shape our
destinies, spotlighting our karmic potential and illuminating the true meaning behind our very existence. What will the nodes
reveal about your life path? This comprehensive book on lunar nodes̶the points where the moon's orbit crosses the sun's
path̶ teaches you how to access their immense power. Learn how the north node and the south node can be used as standalone tools for creating accurate chart interpretations, simply by marking their locations in relation to the houses, ruling planets,
aspects, signs, and other chart factors. Use this book on lunar nodes to see how the they influence personality traits and
appearance. Predict trends and events for the year ahead. Discover the lessons you are meant to learn. Gain invaluable insight
into your relationships with friends and loved ones . . . and much more. Perfect for beginners and advanced astrologers alike,
Lunar Nodes takes you on an enlightening journey toward self-discovery. Harness the transformative energy of the lunar nodes,
and you will ultimately bring about your own personal and spiritual evolution. Also features fascinating sample charts of
celebrities, including Angelina Jolie, Michael Moore, George Clooney, and Oprah Winfrey!
"Astrology and geopolitics may seem strange bedfellows, but Soul-Sick Nation puts the two together in a masterful hybrid to
provide a perspective as extraordinary as the times we are living in. Using the principles of ancient wisdom to make sense of the
current global situation, this keenly intelligent book elucidates the meaning of an epoch in distress and proposes a path towards
healing. Soul-Sick Nation is neither a conventional astrology book nor a standard-issue political commentary. With clear,
accessible language and a thorough appendix at the end, the book requires no previous knowledge of astrology; though it will
introduce the newcomer to the subject with substantial depth. Using the vocabularies of astrology and Jungian psychology,
Murray invites the reader to consider critical contemporary issues with a perspective that reaches far beyond partisanship and
provincialism, piercing through the confusion and labeling that keeps so much of America's cultural discourse unimaginative and
unhelpful. In Soul-Sick Nation, Murray offers an in-depth analysis of America's essential destiny -- uncovering, chapter by
chapter, the greater purpose motivating this group soul. With a rare blend of compassion, humor and fearless taboo-busting, she
shows how this greater purpose has been distorted, and how it can be re-embraced in the decades to come. She decodes current
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astrological transits that express the key themes the USA must learn in this period of millennial crisis -- including that of the
responsibility of power -- spelling out the profound lessons the nation will face in the next few years. She sheds new light on
troubling issues that the pundits and culture wars inflame but leavepainfully unresolved: the WTC bombings, the violence in the
Middle East, media propaganda, globalization, consumerism and the American Dream. In her interpretation of the birth chart of
the entity born July 4, 1776, Murray reveals America's noble potential without sentiment and diagnoses its neuroses without
delusion. Combining the rigor of a political theorist with the vision of a master astrologer, she explains how each of us can come
to terms with this moment in history and arrive at a response that is unique and creative. This book will leave the reader
revitalized, shorn of illusions and full of hope."
A revolutionary approach to unlocking the transformative power of astrology Get what you wish for in love ... happiness ... health
... career ... money ... and more! The Moon s influence on human destiny has been recognized since ancient times, but its
potential for generating positive outcomes has often been ignored ̶ until now. In this breakthrough book, master astrologer Jan
Spiller reveals the secrets of harnessing the Moon s astonishing power to make your goals a reality! Not just another astrology
book, New Moon Astrology provides practical, step-by-step instructions, based on ancient rites and philosophy as well as on Jan
Spiller s own vast astrological experience, in framing your wishes in any area ̶ love, career, family, or health. On New Moon
Power Days, your desires become incantations with amazing focus and strength. Using the special Moon chart included here,
you ll be able to express your wishes during a magic moment ̶ a personal power period in the astrological cycle ̶
setting forces in motion that transform your desires into reality. With this exciting technique, you will see your wishes actually
coming true in the months ̶ and years ̶ ahead! If you are ready to live your dreams, use this proven-effective approach to
personal fulfillment. Learn: • How to use the potent New Moon each month to time your power wishes • How to locate the
three to five weeks each year when you personally are in a position of tremendous empowerment to achieve your goals • Which
special Moons throughout the year help grant specific wishes, such as attracting money, meeting a new lover, or traveling to
exciting places! • How to use the destiny revealed by your astrological chart along with then New Moon to achieve an energy
shift ̶ a power surge to help you succeed in weight loss, relationships, career advancement, sexual intimacy, and more!
Astrology of the Inner Self
Soul Astrology
Astrology for African-Americans
Astrology and Your Past Lives
Astrology for the Soul
Harness the Stars to Discover Your Soul's True Purpose
Alchemy
Charting the Soul is a synthesis of knowledge and understanding from the three fields of astrology, psychology and energy
healing. The author is a professional astrologer, energy healer and process facilitator and she poses the idea that the three
disciplines are three overlapping ways of engaging with a person's Human Energy Field.In the first place, Charting the Soul is
based on Wilhelm Reich's psychological model of 'characterology'. Reich spoke of five distinct character types emerging from
five stages of child development; the Schizoid, the Oral, the Masochist, the Psychopath and the Rigid. From this foundation,
Charting the Soul goes on to make the link between characterology and astrology. The author describes the way in which specific
planets are linked to each of the five character types. She shows how the pattern of the planets in the horoscope will indicate the
balance of a person's characterology, illuminating both their childhood history and the character types they most identify with.
Thus the traditional understanding of the character types is illuminated and expanded by the profound wisdom of astrology. From
the spiritual view, this book takes us beyond the traditional psychological interpretation of the character types. Rebekah Hirsch
recognises the impact of traumatic childhood experiences but she also sees the light of the divine essence of each living being
eternally shining through from the core of all human experience. She suggests that the character types could be seen as five
stages of the soul's journey into incarnation, each stage a necessary part of the creative process and bringing through essential
gifts of genius, compassion, creativity, courage and wisdom. The main part of the book has been written so as to be
understandable by non-astrologers. The focus is on an exploration of the archetypal nature, the core essence of each of the
planets in the horoscope. The author also gives an overview of the energy structures of the human energy field. She describes
how, using higher sense perception, each of the planets radiates qualities of light, shadow and movement - a distinct energy
signature, appearing as a recognisable vibrational pattern in the human energy field.Staying with the theme of the five character
types, the final section of the book compromises five case studies of Jimi Hendrix, Marilyn Monroe, Orson Welles, Frida Kahlo,
and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. This section is written for those with a more advanced understanding of astrology. Each case
describes how the planets in the horoscope show the development of the character types through childhood as well as indicating
the beautiful gifts and talents each soul brought into manifestation in the world of matter. Above all, this book is about awareness;
about the divine nature of being alive and the power and beauty of each individual struggling to bring their own unique essence
through into the world of matter.This book should be of interest to all students of astrology, particularly psychological astrology;
also to a wide range of therapists and practitioners, particularly in the fields of Bio-Energetics, Core Energetics, Brennan Healing
Science and Hakomi as well as to all individuals on a path of spiritual and emotional growth.
Pagan Astrology for the Spirit and Soul explores and emphasizes an astrology that emphasizes the Moon and the dynamics of
polarity in the form of masculine-feminine relationships. This non-traditional approach to astrology is both fun and enlightening,
opening the heart and mind to new insights in the birth chart using the symbolism of a Wiccan coven. Ideal for pagan divinatory
studies, it has much to offer all astrologers. Designed to trigger the reader's intuitive gifts through words as imagery, Pagan
Astrology for the Spirit and Soul takes a close look at each of the planets, placing them in the context of the time-honored roles of
the coven. In this context Alice Miller presents the human personality as a coven, a blueprint for the whole being. Each planet is
explored through its sign position and role, with special attention given to the section on the outer planets and the incoming Age
of Aquarius. The planets: The Moon: The High Priestess Moon; The Sun: The High Priest; Venus: The Maiden; Mars: The Maiden's
Working Partner; Mercury: The Fetch; Jupiter: Mercury's Partner; Saturn: The Traditionalist; Uranus: Saturn's Partner; Neptune:
The Subconscious Master; Pluto: Mother of Rebirth
Lovingly designed by the team at Moon Magic Soul, this Aquarius Zodiac journal is sure to catch the eye of your friends, family
and colleagues. Perfect for school, work, college or at home -- this journal is the perfect birthday gift for yourself or the special
one in your life.**Also available as a Composition Notebook!**Journal Features:120 white high-quality pagesCollege-ruled
notebookSoft, matte colorful Virgo zodiac coverVibrant saturated colors6x9" dimensions; the ideal size for all purposes, fitting
perfectly into your bagNotebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion, particularly as Christmas giftsScroll up and
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purchase this beautiful notebook and receive fast shipping from Amazon.
In The Soul Speaks: The Therapeutic Potential of Astrology, psychosynthesis therapist and astrologer Mark Jones delivers a
timely message about the therapeutic power of astrology. Based on over 10,000 hours of client work with individuals in astrology
readings and long-term clinical work, The Soul Speaks offers a powerful synthesis of astrological and psychotherapeutic insight
that will help the astrologer communicate a healing purpose in the most effective way. In this book, the beginner will find a
treasure trove of counseling insight translated into clear terms. For the professional astrologer, this book offers clinical wisdom
that has been adapted into the setting of the astrology reading. The Soul Speaks shows that by using a powerful blend of
astrology with proven counseling skills, we can facilitate the greatest positive transformation in both ourselves and our clients,
harnessing the truly unique gift that astrology offers the world as we help others articulate the soul's purpose.
The Dance of Astrology, Intuition and Spiritual Awakening
A Layperson's Guide to Self-unfoldment
Codex of the Soul: Astrology as a Spiritual Practice, Vol. 1 the Starchetypal Theater
Charting the Soul
Lunar Nodes
Pluto, Uranus and the Lunar Nodes
Soul Centered Astrology

In Healing the Soul, psychosynthesis therapist and counseling astrologer Mark Jones delivers one of the most fascinating astrological
studies of this decade. Taking us on a journey into the karmic underpinnings of the birth chart, this book provides tools for
understanding the hidden forces driving not only our personality, but our soul. Jones outlines a method that anyone can use to learn
more about the unconscious dynamics that drive us. The beginner will find this a useful reference text and the expert will enjoy the
detailed chart explanations. For the professional astrologer, this book provides the tools necessary for incorporating this method into
any current framework. Based on ten years of in-depth client study, Healing the Soul offers profound insight into the powerful soul
dynamics that shape our experience. Its triumph is that it teaches us how to identify and transform powerful internal conflicts and
feelings while acknowledging our regenerative capacity for spiritual healing and soul evolution.
The first book to link the influence of the planets to the growth of the soul,Spiritual Astrologyis a simple yet complete astrological
guide to understanding life's higher purpose and finding the key to your personal* self-expression* self-worth and emotional security*
public achievement* independence and freedom of spirit* emotional ecstasy* self-mastery and personal power* and much
moreSpiritual Astrology's breakthrough -- the startling rediscovery of the importance of the solar and lunar eclipses occurring just
before one's birth -- reveals the lessons you came here to learn and teach, and provides a revelation to anyone who has ever looked to
the zodiac for guidance.
For the first time ever, a famous spiritual astrologer shares the secrets, previously known only to professionals, that hold the key to
your future. Astrologer Jan Spiller shows you the key to discovering your hidden talents, your deepest desires, and the ways you can
avoid negative influences that may distract you from achieving your true life purpose, as revealed in your chart by the position of the
North Node of the Moon. With insight and depth impossible to gain from the commonly known sun-sign profiles, the enlightening
self-portrait offered by the Nodes of the Moon can explain the life lessons you came here to learn and how to achieve the fulfillment
and peace you desire. Jan Spiller shows you how to locate the all-important North Node of the Moon in your astrological chart and
provides a detailed interpretation of its influence and exclusive exercises to help you learn about: • The SPECIAL TALENT that is
waiting for you, a unique gift that could easily be turned into professional success • The SELF-DEFEATING TENDENCIES in
your personality that can hold you back and sabotage relationships • The LOVE PARTNER who can be your soul mate—and the
partner whose hold over you can lead to heartbreak • The TRAP or temptation from a past life that can lead to disaster if you are
not forewarned • The HEALING AFFIRMATIONS designed to help you release your positive energy and strengthen the qualities
that can bring you true happiness
In the first volume of his new series, archetypal astrologer VerDarLuz weaves together astrology, fractals, sacred geometry, and
archetypes, presenting it as a heavenly scripture breathing through every being.
A Guide to Illuminate Your Inborn Gifts for Achieving Career Success and Life Fulfillment
Esoteric Astrology
Doctor of the Soul
Astrology, Archetypes, and Your Sacred Blueprint
Discover Your Soul's Karmic Mission
New Moon Astrology
Healing the Soul
Explores the astrological significance of the Moon's north node and describes how it influences the different signs of the zodiac.
Understanding your previous incarnations can turn into a fascinating journey of self-discovery and healing. You can gain insight into
destructive habits that may have begun in a past life -- and then create a more positive and creative new life. In "Astrology and Your
Past Lives" astrologer and regression therapist Jeanne Avery provides a simple yet profound way to understand one's blocks and
blessings. By focusing on the meaning of one planet -- Saturn, the planet of limitations -- Avery shows how we "pick our own type of
gravity" that connects this life to our previous incarnations.
"One complete volume explains the basics of astrology. Combines natal astrology with modern concepts, and serves as a reference
manual. Learn to cast a chart, delineate planet positions, and interpret entire horoscopes"--Cover.
If you are interested in understanding more about your true self, the purpose of life and your spiritual path, Esoteric Astrology is the
book for you. You will be guided into a deeper dimension of astrology and the spiritual laws behind all life, for example the law of
reincarnation and karma. There is a great difference between esoteric astrology that interprets the horoscope from the viewpoint of
the soul, and traditional astrology that often is preoccupied with outer events and the desires and reactions of the outer self. An
esoteric astrologer looks for the purpose of the soul, and the inner causes behind what happens to you in life. What are your talents
and limitations, so that you can make use of and increase your good sides and eliminate or limit the bad habits. The book is written in
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a simple language, it is a beginner’s guide to astrology. You will need no previous knowledge about astrology to read this book. This
book is meant for anyone who is interested in spirituality and astrology. But it is also recommended for you who have studied
astrology and wish to add a spiritual dimension to the subject. This book includes many important areas, such as: human relations,
how to cast a horoscope, diseases, the purpose of life, and an esoteric interpretation of the signs. The book helps you to understand
more about yourself. But to this is added astrology for humanity and nations, how astrological energies are influencing and are
determinative for society. From the perspective of a spiritual background, this is indeed an entirely new way of looking at our
civilization.
Soul Cycles
Codex of the Soul
Druidic Soul Star Astrology
Modern Astrology
The Astrology of Success
Soul Purpose Astrology
Compendium of Astrology
A new and exciting way to discover past lives through this branch of Celtic astrology.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome
swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an hour from her summer destination, the worlds
of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social scene,
and no action. But it does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret
as astonishing as a mermaid’s tale… Before the summer is through, Killian will find the
truth of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuries-old curse.
Welcome to all who wish to study out of the box. It's what happens when one mixes
Psychotherapy with Astrology, Mythology, Mysticism, Music, Poetry, and Art. What emerged
was Soul Recognition-one of the deepest ways to see another human being. In this book,
you will be asked often to take a daydream journey to appropriate music videos, websites
and live appearances from John's mentors.
Whether coveted as a roadmap to the mysteries of the soul or used as a fun-filled guide
for achieving love, success, and fortune, the ancient art of astrology has intrigued and
entertained millions of African Americans. The very first astrology book written by
African Americans for Affrican Americans, Soul Vibrations will bring you Closer to
yourself and to African-American history and culture. Inside you will find the keys to: •
Searching for a soul mate • Identifying with the astrological qualities that made Oprah
Winfrey, Rosa Parks, Bill Cosby, and hundreds of other African Americans so successful •
Finding the most compatible partner • Understanding why your relationships with certain
people work-and don't work • and more...Soul Vibrations is a fun-filled guide to the
zodiac that explains, in detail, the legacy and characteristics of each sign. Providing
essential wisdom about love and compatibility, Soul Vibrations is spiced with
AfricanAmerican folk and street lore and a cavalcade of eminent personalities. From Nat
Turner to Tina Turner and Michael Jordan to Janet Jackson, here are the fascinating
stories of African Americans, their achievements, and the sun sign traits that give
terrific insights into their lives -- and yours. Witty and Wise, Soul Vibrations reveals
the age-old relationship among the stars, the African-American experience, and you.
Rediscovering Your Life Direction and Soul Purpose
The Secret of Astrological Timing to Make All Your Dreams Come True
Soul-Sick Nation
Healing Body & Soul
Harness the Power of Your Sun Sign and Become the Person You Were Meant to Be
Astrology 101
What’s Your Soul Sign?
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